V3O Charged Item relieves
pain fast and Improves
Taste & Quality of Any
Liquid or Solid Food

Water crystal structure of Positive
words / thoughts / emotions

Operation and Usage

Importance of Molecular
Organization
When the molecules of your cells
are in chaos, your body part will
have fatigue and/or pain.

Love and Appreciation

When the molecules of your cells
are organized, your body part will
have energy, vitality and have no
fatigue or pain.
V3O Technology
The V3O Technology products
create and promote organization in
the molecules of your body or in a
liquid or solid food.
When the molecules in your body
are organized, you will experience
high-energy levels and have less
fatigue and pain.

Water and the Human Body
The human body is made up of over
70% water.
Blood in the body is more than 90% water
The brain is over 85% water
The kidneys are 82% water
Purity of water in the body is
significant to a healthy body and
mind
_____________________________
These pictures represent the
brilliant work of Japan's Masaru
Emoto from his book Hidden
Water Messages
Water crystal structure of
Negative words / thoughts /
emotions

Tap Water

Tap water after
prayer

Negative words, thoughts and
emotions create chaotic molecules.
This blocks the flow of oxygen at the
cellular level in the human body.
Positive words, thoughts, emotions,
prayer vibrations, classical, serene
music or the V3O charge organizes
molecules in the body.

What is the V3O Charge?
It is a totally safe and natural energy
field which observes nature's logical
and powerful rhythms as found in
the Harmonic Spherical Table of the
Chemical Elements, developed by a
San Diego based inventor and
researcher.
This original discovery (Quantum
Disk) found that through the
development of the Table that
compounds and elements duplicate
and magnify the element of oxygen.
Tests conducted at Virginia Tech
University, found that liquids
"charged" had a 140% increase in
the chemical element of oxygen.
A V3O"Charged" item changes
the chaotic water molecules to
structured molecules. Chaotic
molecules in the body create
energy blocks and cause pain.
Restructuring of the molecules
increases the flow of energy and
relieves pain.

You make me sick,
I will kill you

Taste tests have indicated all
liquids "charged" have tasted
better.
Water tasted softer and pure.

Operating the V3O
"Charged" products is
very simple. All one
has to do is place the
container with the
liquid on or adjacent
to the "Charged" plate for about 2-5
minutes.
For areas of pain in the body, place
the charged plate on the pain area
for several minutes. For severe pain
or injury, hold on to the charged
plate for several days. Pointing the
laser beam from a charged laser
pointer to the area of pain also
relieves pain.
Putting the charged plate in a tub of
water with sea salt charges the
whole tub. Soaking in this relieves
pain.
Swimming pool owners can reduce
the usage of chemicals by putting a
charged plate in the pool.
Available Charged Products
Credit Card size
V3O charged steel
metal plate with a
charged sticker.
The sticker can be
peeled and put on a
water bottle to keep
water charged.
$75.00
Bright Green
Beam 5mW
Quality V3O
Charged Laser
pointer. Pointing
the beam on pain
areas, relieves the pain. Water or any liquid
or food can also be "charged" by pointing
the laser beam for 30 - 60 seconds.
Pointing the beam on severe pain areas
may require longer time. DO NOT POINT
THE LASER BEAM TO THE EYES.
$285
V3O Charged Jewelry – From $75
10 % Discount with Purchase of 3 + items
(any combination)
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